I. DEFINITIONS

“Safety and Health Program” means a detailed set of policies and procedures designed to address a certain hazard or hazards in the workplace.

“Safety Director” means the Kentucky Department of Corrections staff member designated by the Commissioner to implement and manage the departmental safety management system.

“Safety Management System” means a systematic approach to managing safety elements in the workplace to minimize the risk of injury and illness.

“Site Safety Manual” means a customized and specific set of safety and health programs that apply to a given institution or Probation and Parole Office.

“Site Safety Officer” means the staff member designated by the Warden, or Probation and Parole District Supervisor, to oversee all elements of the safety management system at an institution or Probation and Parole Office.

II. POLICY and PROCEDURE

A. General

Occupational safety and health shall be regulated by the Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Program. The regulations shall be Kentucky OSH Standards for General Industry and Construction.
1. Technical questions shall be referred to the Safety Director

2. The Safety Director shall be immediately notified when there has been communication with Kentucky OSH. Kentucky OSH reporting shall be conducted by the facility or Division Human Resource Administrator, in consultation with the Safety Director.

3. Staff heart attacks in the workplace and work-related injuries that result in a loss of an eye, loss of bone tissue, admittance to the hospital, or death, shall be reported to Kentucky OSH within the timeframe pursuant to 803 KAR 2:180.

4. Site inspections initiated by Kentucky OSH shall result in an immediate notification of the Safety Director.

B. Background

The Kentucky Department of Corrections recognizes that correctional institutions and the Probation and Parole working environments present unique occupational safety and health challenges. The Kentucky OSH Program, under statutory authority of KRS Chapter 338, and through a state plan approved by the United States Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), maintains authority for the enforcement and standards promulgation. The Kentucky OSH Standards for General Industry and Construction provide for appropriate action to reduce or eliminate many recognized hazards in our working environment. We recognize that our staff are our greatest asset and are committed to protecting them from all recognized safety and health hazards, as is required by law, and supported by the Kentucky Department of Corrections Safety Management System.

C. Safety Management System

The Kentucky Department of Corrections shall use a Safety Management System to reduce injuries, illnesses, and fatalities by systematically achieving compliance with the General Duty Clause and Kentucky OSH standards. The system consists of six (6) components as follows:

1. Management Commitment

   This component requires demonstrating management leadership of safety and health.

2. Employee Participation
This component requires providing employees with opportunities for participation in establishing, implementing, and evaluating the Safety and Health Programs.

3. Hazard Identification and Assessment

This component requires systematically identifying and assessing hazards to which employees are exposed and assessing compliance with the General Duty Clause and Kentucky OSH standards.

4. Hazard Prevention and Control

This component requires systematically complying with the hazard prevention and control methods of the General Duty Clause and Kentucky OSH standards.

5. Education and Training

This component requires providing employees with information and training in the relevant Safety and Health Programs, and that each employee exposed to a hazard is provided with information and training in that hazard.

6. Program Evaluation and Improvement

This component requires continual evaluation of the Safety and Health Programs to ensure that they are effective and appropriate to workplace conditions.

D. Specific Instructions


2. Each institution shall be required to develop specific methods to fulfill each element of the Safety Management System, with respect to the unique occupational safety and health challenges they face. These specific methods, including all relevant Safety and Health Programs, shall be included in the institution’s Site Safety Manual.

The Site Safety Manual shall be established and updated by the Site Safety Officer, in collaboration with the Safety Director, and approved by the Warden.
3. Each Probation and Parole Office shall be required to develop specific methods to fulfill each element of the Safety Management System, with respect to the unique occupational safety and health challenges they face. These specific methods, including all relevant Safety and Health Programs, shall be included in the Probation and Parole Office’s Site Safety Manual.

The Site Safety Manual shall be established and updated by the Site Safety Officer, in collaboration with the Safety Director, and approved by the Probation and Parole District Supervisor.